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Summer at Sbraga

T he Avenue of the Arts in Philadelphia will be a destina-
tion this summer for concerts at the Kimmel Center, 
musicals at the Academy of Music and performances at 
the Merriam Theatre. You may not know it, but there is 

another notable venue for talented artists on Broad Street — Sbraga 
— where the art is not on stage, but on your fork or spoon.

The beauty of Sbraga’s menu lies in the fact that it is seasonal. 
The menu changes frequently yet retains some favorites, such as the 
decadent foie gras soup. The beauty of Sbraga’s food lies in its fla-
vors, colors and textures. Every ingredient is deliberate, down to the 
jalapeño slice garnishing the crab salad. The beauty of the restaurant 
itself lies in the sleek design, the copper pots hanging above the open 
kitchen and the people who inhabit the space — the chefs, the servers 
and the best restaurant manager in Philly, Ben Fileccia. 

A note on Ben…he does not stand at the front door on the periph-
ery of the action. He circulates throughout the restaurant, talking with 
his pleasant and knowledgeable staff and contented diners. During 
your visit this summer, Ben may bring you your glass of Champagne 
or outline the ingredients in the foie gras soup. When you see Ben, be 
sure to wish him a happy birthday — it is on August 15th. 

Sbraga, owned by Top Chef Kevin Sbraga, offers a four course 
prix fixe for $49. Another option for a Monday through Thursday 
at 6:00 p.m. is the $75 six course tasting at the Chef’s Counter. At 
this special seating, one can sample dishes that the chefs are testing 
or enjoy themed meals for special occasions, such as Mardi Gras. The 
four course prix fixe has six options per course, a much larger selection 
than most prix fixe menus at a fraction of the prix. In addition, the 
wine list contains a variety of whites, rosés and reds from around the 
world — France, Italy, Spain, Argentina, California, South Africa. 

My husband, Vincent, and I most recently dined at Sbraga at the 
end of May. The descriptions of some of the dishes we enjoyed will 
be somewhat of a tease as most items will have changed by the time 
you visit this summer. That’s the nature of seasonal dining!

The steak tartare was the most unique we have had at any res-
taurant. The finely chopped steak had a mystery component which 
appeared to be glistening round seeds. Upon closer look, I realized 
that these seeds were quinoa. What an interesting way to add a distinc-
tive texture to a tartare. The flat square of vibrant pink was topped 
with pea shoots and thin slices of hearts of palm. To incorporate the 
traditional onion element, the chefs placed a schmear of French onion 
sauce on the colorful, delicious plate. 

The crab salad was another stunning dish of summer colors — 
white, pink and a single disc of vivid green. The delicate crab salad 
was served alongside a slice of prosciutto and topped with long thin 
slices of white asparagus that could only be achieved on a mandolin. 

The final element, a very thin slice of jalapeño, allowed for the per-
fect forkful of flavor — a bite of salad, a piece of prosciutto, a slice of 
asparagus and a morsel of jalapeño. A slice just a millimeter thicker 
would have been too much heat.

The second course options feature fish, some of which you will not 
likely find in other local restaurants. During our last visit, we ordered 
the fluke, tomato confit and artichoke described as a “poule au pot.” 
This dish was “chicken in a pot” with a significant twist. No poached 
chicken was to be found in this bowl; rather, a lovely piece of fluke with 
char marks floated on a bed of foam concealing the tomato confit and 
quarters of artichoke. The tastes in this course brought more comfort 
than the traditional French “chicken in a pot.”

Our favorite second course had to be the English pea risotto with 
pancetta and frog leg tempura. Out of a wide rimmed bowl of pale 
green risotto surfaced two tempura frog legs. Emerald green peas 
and pea shoots topped the risotto, along with rectangular slices of 
pancetta, which provided just the right amount of saltiness to balance 
the sweetness of the peas. This dish was creamy and sweet and the 
color of summer. 

The third course options are meat dishes and typically one meatless 
dish. A variation on the meatloaf never leaves this portion of the menu. 
On our recent visit, the meatloaf was served with aligot potatoes and 
fresh garbanzos. The aligot potatoes, mashed with butter, cream and 
cheese, were a rich, velvety accompaniment to the precise round of 
meatloaf. The pale green garbanzos supplied a fresh crunch to the dish.

The unexpected star of the evening was the meatless dish, the 
pappardelle, potatoes, fava beans and jalapeño. In the pasta bowl, 
homemade pappardelle were folded with small wedges of potatoes and 
fresh favas. Fine, fresh bread crumbs topped the pasta and vegetables. 
Do not let the trio of starches fool you — this dish was light and fresh, 
and the pepper provided just enough of a kick to make you take the 
time to savor this second to last course.  

Although I left room for dessert at Sbraga, I am afraid that I 
did not leave enough room for dessert here. What I can fit is that 
we shared a cheese board (always a dessert option) featuring two 
artisanal cheeses with a fruit strudel bread. Also, the juxtaposition 
of a rich chocolate pot de crème with a refreshing pineapple granita 
was a perfect finale. 

I leave you with your summer assignment —  choose Sbraga for a pre-
theatre dinner or as the main act. It will be an enriching experience.  
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